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Suppose you have to create a synthetic team of soccer players to take part in a Robotic Soccer
Competition. Let us assume that all the players are software-based. In other words, it a simulation
competition.

1. What knowledge needs to be specified to represent a game? Give as detailed, point-by-point
description you can. Draw diagrams to illustrate your point if necessary.

2. Suppose each team has five players. How would you represent a player and his/her/its skills?
That is, show a design for a generic player agent. Show specializations needed for each player
type.

3. We want to be able to improve the performance of the players over time. Think of training
individual players through your program. Each player may have one or more skillss to learn.
For each player and for each skill or task, provide the following details: the task to learn, the
training experience and the performance measure.

Do you need several learning programs for each agent, to learn each skill separately? Can
you create a generic program and adapt it for various situations?

For each learning task, provide a function to be learned, just like discussed in the text. Let
it be a linear function of some variables. Clearly specify what the variables are.

4. We want the team to learn as well from training. For a team, provide the following details:
the task to learn, the training experience and the performance measure. If you think there
are many di!erent tasks to learn, provide the details for each task. Provide a target function
for each task to be learned along with the variables. Assume linear target functions. Show a
design for a team of players.

5. Show how a game is going to be played and how learning is going to take place in all its
myriad dimensions.

What to hand in

You will submit a small paper (5-10 pages, single spaced) with a title and your name. Use the
IEEE Author Style. In this paper, you will have several short sections with an appropriate heading
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for each. Have a section for each question above. You can have subsections as deemed necessary.
Perform research on the Web and cite papers and Web sites in answering the questions.


